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Introduction 
 

It was a strange thing, editing my mother. Particularly since for my entire childhood, 

especially the first eleven years, she edited me. 

Before I published my essay “Evidence”—which is about our fraught 

relationship—in the February 2015 issue of River Teeth, I sent it to her. I dreaded doing 

it, but it seemed only right that she should be given fair warning of what was about to 

come out in print. Our subsequent exchange gave me an idea: I asked if she would like to 

participate in a new version of the essay—one with her thoughts and reflections added in 

Track Changes. I told my mother that I would reserve the right to edit her. I didn’t plan to 

edit out her truth, but I wanted some editorial control to manage the quality of the 

finished product. She agreed to the project. 

Ultimately, I did ask her to flesh out some of her comments, but other than that, 

very little editing turned out to be necessary. We only had one small point of contention. 

My mother, who earns her living as a copyeditor, felt strongly that her comments should 

be entered, in a different color and font, within the actual text. But I held to my vision of 
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keeping her comments contained within the Track Changes balloons on the side. I suspect 

that the reason she wanted them within the text is because that is how she does things as a 

copyeditor. I wanted them in Track Changes because I thought it would be visually 

interesting and clearer to read, but any trained therapist—and I happen to be one—could 

see that here is a daughter setting a boundary with her mother, making the delineation 

between their words and memories clear. The format of Track Changes allowed my 

mother a voice, but also prevented her from taking over my story. 

 

“Evidence” 
 

 
The story I always told was about the time my mother and I got lost in the woods. But 

this, I realize now, was not the only story, or the whole story. When I think back on it, I 

realize that in fact the story I always told was not really the story at all. There was a piece 

missing. It was the part about what happened when we got to the waterfall, the part about 

my mother taking out her Minolta and asking me to take off my clothes, to show the 

camera my just-ripening body. I had not forgotten this piece; I had simply wedged it right 

out of the story. The part where I said no, but finally, I said yes. 

It was shortly before my mother left for good. Before she moved to Maine and left 

my little brother and me in Canada with our dad. Before our relationship was summed up 

in letters, weekly phone calls, and twice yearly visits. She was a photographer now, in 

this time of the hike and the waterfall. She was finding herself. Her hair was short and 

permed because she was a feminist. She didn’t wear a bra anymore. She went on 

canoeing trips with other women and they ran around naked in the wilderness and 

Comment [DS1]: I had just come back from a photo 
workshop where I was encouraged to do nude portraits and 
self-portraits and where the focus was not on technical 
expertise but on exploring the meaning of the photograph. I 
hoped to preserve the beauty of your young body. In 
retrospect I suspect that I was also clumsily attempting to 
create a sharing, a bond, between us. Now I see that these 
photographs have a meaning for you that I had no inkling of 
at the time.   

Comment [DS2]: Recently when I was in a used-book 
store, I overheard the curmudgeonly owner talking to a 
fellow shopper about Doris Lessing. The owner liked 
Lessing’s writing, she said, but she intensely disliked 
Lessing herself because Lessing had left her children “to find 
herself” (with an audible sneer). “Can you imagine that!” she 
said. I stood in the stacks testing my heart: Was it painful to 
hear this? To my surprise, it wasn't—because her attitude 
was judgmental and unconsidered. There was no sense in her 
voice or her words that would convey: "What an awful 
experience that must have been for those children—to be 
abandoned by their mother. And what was it that drove 
Lessing to do what any mother who wasn't a certified 
monster would find difficult to do?" Had I heard those 
words, I might have wept—for my children and for myself. 

Comment [DS3]: I doubt I was ever a genuine feminist—
too apolitical—short, curly hair was the style, and I liked it. 

Comment [JL4]: My mother has said this before—that 
she was too apolitical to have been a feminist. This confuses 
me. After all, my mother wouldn’t allow me to watch The 
Flintstones because of the way women were represented. She 
forbade me a Barbie because of its false representation of 
womanhood. One day when she picked me up from grade 
school and I told her that I had just realized I didn't have to 
think of what I wanted to be when I grew up because I could 
just be a housewife, she disabused me of that notion right 
quick. She also taught me that children should not be a 
given, that they were a choice. She taught me some self-
defense moves, and what was under the hood of a car. And 
she wanted me to be liberated with my body and my 
sexuality. How is that not a feminist mother? 

Comment [DS5]: Braless, on that first trip; naked only on 
top. At one point when we were canoeing, we saw an 
approaching canoe with two men in it. We dutifully put on 
our shirts. The men didn’t. 
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snapped pictures of themselves all standing in a line stark naked with their arms around 

each other. 

 When she came home from that first canoe trip, my mother asked if I wanted to 

call her DeAnna instead of Mom. She was tan and happy in a way I had not seen her 

before. I squirmed in my seat, avoiding her gaze. “No,” I said. I had saved all my 

monarch butterflies for her, the ones I had found as caterpillars on the milkweeds in the 

fields behind our house. They had broken out of their chrysalides, all ten of them, while 

she was gone, and I saved them in a box so she could see, feeding them sugar water to 

keep them alive. My mother was the one who taught me that you can make butterflies 

behave for photographs if you first put them in the refrigerator for a little while. Not that I 

ever did that; usually I released them as soon as their wings were dry. 

I was a bean pole of a girl—tall and angular, just blossoming little buds up top, 

still bare as a plum down below. My girlfriends in sixth grade carried strawberry Bonne 

Belle Lip Smackers to school in their book bags and we played kissing tag with the boys 

at recess. We snapped each other’s training bras in the hallway. We read the steamy parts 

of Judy Blume’s Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret aloud to each other when the 

teacher left the room. We hid behind the piled gymnastic mats or the pommel horse or the 

crates full of basketballs when we changed in the supply room for gym. My mother’s hair 

was permed, but mine was short and straight.  

But wait. That’s not true. There is photographic evidence. My hair wasn’t short—

not anymore.  

My mother’s hair was permed, but mine was long and straight. 

Comment [DS6]: Yup—I have the picture of us naked 
and mooning the camera, and it still tickles me. It was taken 
on the second trip. 

Comment [DS7]: I don’t remember this, but a local 
potter’s kids called their parents by their first names. Maybe 
the question arose from that, or from my liberal feminist 
canoe-mates. 

Comment [DS8]: This touches me. I didn’t feel like I was 
important to you. Sometime before this—maybe earlier that 
same summer—I had my first experience of going away 
overnight by myself—something I had never felt entitled to 
do as a wife and mother. I went to some kind of land 
conservancy meeting. I don’t remember the meeting’s being 
very interesting, but the experience of freedom was. You 
were in school the day I was ready to leave on that trip, and 
one of your butterflies had just hatched and was still too 
damp to be safe outside. I took it with me and released it 
once it began to take trial flights in the car—not entirely 
insensible to the metaphoric significance. 

Comment [DS9]: [[nice!]] 
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This is a surprise to me, the me who looks back, the me who tells this other story, 

the story of my mother leaving. Because in the story I had always told about my mother 

leaving—in that story, my mother had given up on my hair when I was in first grade and 

cut it off in an unflattering boyish cut. She gave up on my hair because when she brushed 

it, it was always full of snarls, and even when she sprayed it with No More Tangles, I 

complained that she was pulling too hard. In the story I always told about my hair and my 

mother leaving, this was the booby prize: I could grow my hair long again. I could run 

across my grassy yard, my hair flowing behind me, free, just like I had always wanted. 

 So my hair was already long; and my mother had already begun to leave. She was 

gone two weeks canoeing in the wilderness with all the naked woman.  She was gone—

how long?—to take classes at the Photographic Workshops. She was gone—I knew she 

was going, somehow I knew—and I decided to stop cutting my hair and let it flow free 

behind me when I ran circles in the yard. Yes, that must have been how it went. 

By then, I was old enough to brush my own hair. I was old enough to wear 

deodorant and a training bra. I was old enough to know I needed to shower every day. 

But whenever my mother told me it was time to take a shower, I resisted. I resisted, in 

fact, whenever my mother told me to do anything. I had to keep something for myself.  

“Go take a long walk on a short dock,” she said to me. “Go fly a kite.” “Go play 

in the road.” The light was out in her eyes. Her face wore a grim expression. Once, while 

I was eating my lunch, she asked me if I would like to go live with a foster family. 

“What’s a foster family?” I asked. 

“It’s another family you go live with.” 

“Could I go live with the Mitchells?” Sara Mitchell was my best friend. 

Comment [DS10]: ten days 

Comment [DS11]: [[women]] 

Comment [JL12]: My mother found a few errors that the 
journal’s copyeditor and I had missed, including this one. 
That she had copyedited my essay to make it better felt like 
her blessing. Her edits showed up in Track Changes on my 
document. This was what sparked my idea for this 
transformed version of the essay. 
     I accepted some of her suggestions, but not all of them. 

Comment [DS13]: two weeks 

Comment [DS14]: I really can’t believe I said these 
things, especially the last. If I did, I hugely regret it. 

Comment [DS15]: It’s hard to believe this too; I want to 
protest: This is not true! But I may have a faint memory of it. 
Whether I asked it because of your discontent or to threaten 
you, I don’t know. I think I was sincerely trying to find a 
way that you might be more content. 

Comment [JL16]: This is a perspective I had not 
considered—that my mother asked this question not because 
she wanted to be rid of me but because she didn’t feel she 
was important to me and she wanted to find some way—any 
way—to give me some relief from our contentious 
relationship. I can see how from her perspective, on a 
conscious level anyway, this might have felt like her intent. 
(It’s true she did not have a malicious tone when she said it.) 
     But I also know that in the end she left. 

Comment [JL17]: When I sent this final draft to her for 
review, my mother wrote, “… I don’t think there’s anything 
in me that left to get away from you—it was all about being 
pulled toward something and knowing that I had to be alone 
to do it. There was also, of course, the ‘getting away’ from 
the whole marriage/housewife situation, which automatically 
includes you in it…. I know now that what I had to do was 
be fully independent—and discover what that means—and at 
the same time to have no one dependent on me. I also know 
that I probably should not have been a mother, because I 
didn’t have that total giving quality in me that raising 
children requires. And I still don’t.” 
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“Well, no,” said my mother. “Not the Mitchells. But some family like the 

Mitchells.” 

“No,” I said, looking into my bowl of tomato soup. “I don’t think I’d like that.” 

Once, when I gave her the silent treatment, she stopped speaking, too. For three 

days, no words passed between us, until my father sat us down and insisted on a truce. 

“The problem here,” he said, “is that you two are too much alike.” 

So finally, my mother left me to my own devices. My hair was long and greasy, 

and the snarls came back. 

Not too long before my mother left for good, my parents had a cocktail party. It 

was not yet my bedtime, that night of the cocktail party, and I sat alone upstairs in the TV 

room watching Fantasy Island on the black-and-white TV while the adults laughed and 

clinked their glasses in the living room below. A woman climbed the stairs and sat down 

with me in the TV room. Her dark blond hair was full and came almost to her shoulders. 

She had a kind face. This is what I remember. And she asked if I would like her to brush 

my hair.  

I went and got my brush out of the bathroom, and the woman began to work at the 

large tangle on the back of my head. Perhaps she did it out of pity. Prepubescent girl with 

wild, untended hair. Untended.  

I met her once again when my mother and I drove out past the outskirts of town to 

the woman’s old farmhouse in the country. She had apple orchards in pink bloom, and I 

wandered through the trees while my mother visited her inside. That is the only other 

time I met this woman, but for some reason the present-day me, the adult me, believes the 

woman was appointed my godmother. I remember my parents telling me this one night 

Comment [DS18]: I have no recollection of this. But I 
think he was right. 

Comment [DS19]: [[with]] 

Comment [DS20]: Not actually. This was my friend 
Janet, and your dad and I asked her to be your guardian 
should we both die. She was indeed very nice. She and I felt 
an immediate sisterly connection when we met in Gestalt 
therapy. 

Comment [JL21]: Later, after she left, my father enrolled 
my brother and me in a Gestalt therapy group for children of 
divorce, led by the same man who had led the Gestalt group 
my mother refers to above. I have been known to tell 
therapists that I have “Gestalt trauma,” because on the first 
or second session of the group, the therapist volunteered me 
to do the “empty chair” exercise—to look at an empty chair, 
imagine that my mother was in it, and tell her how much it 
hurt when she left. But I was nowhere near ready to be 
telling my invisible mother that she had hurt me. I was too 
busy being invulnerable. I was too busy not giving a shit that 
she left. I was holding it all together. 
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over pepperoni and mushroom pizza at Mother’s Pizzeria and Spaghetti House. My 

godmother. Not to teach me about God, but to take care of me if something happened and 

both of them died. 

 Or maybe there was no woman. Maybe this fairy godmother bearing a hairbrush 

instead of a magic wand was a fantastical apparition.  

Or maybe the woman did exist, and my imagination made her into my godmother 

because when she sat behind me on the couch and gently tugged at my snarled hair until 

finally the brush ran through smoothly, it didn’t hurt at all.  

The pink orchard, the green field, the white farmhouse—I could have been happy 

there. 

 

So my mother had come back from the Workshops and the canoe trip. She cooked for 

us—pork chops for dinner, chili con carne, macaroni and cheese. She washed our clothes. 

She scrubbed the floor. She ironed my father’s handkerchiefs for work. She spanked me 

when I disobeyed. She marched me up the stairs to my room, twisting my arm behind my 

back to make me go. She used the timer on her camera to create convincing family 

photographs—everybody smiling, even if not everybody was happy. 

One day she told me that she was taking me for a long hike in the woods. I said I 

didn’t want to go. I liked nature, but I liked it when I was tromping with friends through 

the woods and the fields. I did not like hiking; I liked roaming. 

There was a waterfall, said my mother. She had heard about this spectacular 

waterfall. It was off the beaten track. We would hike through the woods, along the river. 

She had a map. 

Comment [DS22]: Maybe it didn’t hurt because it wasn’t 
me brushing your hair. Not that I was any less gentle, but 
simply because it wasn’t me. 

Comment [DS23]: [[Why upper case? Make it “the photo 
workshops”?]] 

Comment [DS24]: Or misbehaved? Surely not at age 
11?! 

Comment [JL25]: Maybe not by age 11. 

Comment [DS26]: You’re sure about this? I think I do, 
sadly, remember twisting your ear. 

Comment [DS27]: I’d been there before. 
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 So she parked the car in the gravel parking lot, and both of us strapped knapsacks 

onto our backs, and off we went into the woods. 

 I don’t have much memory of the walk in. Surely I asked, “How much farther?” 

Surely my mother pointed out the wildlife. Some startling red mushrooms, perhaps: 

poisonous. A woodpecker jackhammering a dead tree. A hawk soaring the blue, 

expansive sky. 

 And then—finally—we were there. The waterfall hurtled into the boulders in the 

river below. We stood for a moment, admiring it. A very nice waterfall. Not as nice as the 

Fantasy Island waterfall, but there it was: a waterfall in the middle of the Ontario 

wilderness.  

My mother and I climbed up along the bank and through the brush until we broke 

through the bushes to the clearing at the top of the river. She laid out a towel. She had 

packed peanut butter and Ritz crackers for me, cheese and crackers for herself. I don’t 

know this for certain. I’m guessing. I’m deducing. Meat would have spoiled; I liked how 

the peanut butter squeezed through the holes in the Ritz crackers when I pressed them 

together; I didn’t like cheese.  

Or maybe my mother brought boiled eggs. That sounds right. Peeling white eggs 

by the waterfall. Maybe there were oranges—another thing to peel. 

 The two of us sat there on the towel in the sun for awhile, eating our lunch, and 

then my mother said, “ . . .  

 

But in the story as I have always told it, even to myself, I glance over this part. In the 

story I tell, what is important is that we crossed over; we took the other side back. That 

Comment [DS28]: [[onto?]] 

Comment [DS29]: As a child, I liked it when butter 
squeezed through the holes when I put saltine crackers 
together. 
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my mother said, “It’ll be more interesting. Everything will be different on the other side.” 

She might not have said it exactly like that—she especially might not have said, 

“Everything will be different on the other side.” But that’s what she meant. That she 

wanted a change of scenery. 

 I am pretty sure I protested, “But the map is for this side,” indicating the side we 

were standing on, the side of the river we had followed to get there. 

 “It’s a river, Jennifer. One side’s as good as the next. We just follow it down and 

eventually we’ll come to the car.”  

 But it wasn’t as good, the other side of the river. The river branched into 

tributaries and we had to hike a long ways to get around the offshoots and back to the 

path along the main river. A tree had fallen. I remember it blocking our path.  

The hike went on and on, and I could feel the shadows of the trees lengthening. I 

could sense the sky closing up. If we didn’t find our way out soon, my mother and I 

would not be able to find our way till morning.  

 My body felt limp and I walked and walked as though on a forced march. Finally, 

I collapsed against a tree, sank down and planted myself on its jutting root. “I’m tired!” I 

wailed. “I’m tired.” 

 “We can’t stop now, Jennifer. We have to keep walking.” 

 “But I’m tired!” 

 My mother’s voice was firm: “Don’t panic, Jennifer. Get up. We have to keep 

walking.”  

Comment [DS30]: I’ve never liked hiking someplace and 
turning around and hiking back; I like to come full circle. 

Comment [JL31]: So do I. 

Comment [DS32]: [[“other” is more appropriate than 
“next,” since a river has only one other side, not a choice of 
more than two sides.]] 

Comment [DS33]: In my memory, it was more like: I 
could see a trail in and thought/hoped it would take us out at 
the road . . . but it petered out at a point when turning back 
didn’t seem feasible. 

Comment [DS34]: I hope we are finding our way out of 
the woods now. 

Comment [JL35]: When I wrote my initial email to my 
mother to prepare her for the fact of this essay and its 
impending publication, I wrote, “I am regretful for your sake 
that I am a memoir writer, but I know that writing this essay 
and sending it out into the world is a big part of my healing. I 
felt a relief when I wrote it. In writing it, I was able to give 
myself a voice where I hadn’t felt I had one. And having had 
a few readers [of the unpublished drafts] has helped me feel 
heard and validated…. I have felt myself moving closer to 
forgiveness.” 
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I could hear the fear underneath the strength. We were losing light. Everything 

was getting dim. We had to keep going. I dragged myself off the ground and picked up 

my feet. Left, right. Left, right. Left, right. 

 “What if we don’t make it out in time? What if we have to sleep here?” I thought 

of bears. Wolves. Lightning eyes glittering in the night. 

 “We’ll find our way out,” said my mother in her strong, fierce voice, a voice that 

meant for me to shut up and keep walking. A gritted-teeth kind of voice. She said it like 

there was no room for doubt. I was stumbling a bit, but I kept walking.  

 I had a book at home called The Secret River, all about a girl who ventures alone 

into the woods to find some fish to save her village, which has fallen on hard times. A 

wise elder tells her to just follow her nose. The girl sets off into the woods, and when a 

rabbit hops by, she turns to look at him, and then follows her nose to the right. A blue jay 

scolds her from an oak tree, and she turns her nose to the left. Eventually she comes upon 

the enchanted river and catches enough fish to feed her whole starving village. She finds 

her way out just as darkness falls. It was one of my favorite stories.  

But this was not the secret river. This did not feel enchanted. 

 The trees were tall, and there were so many of them. There was no time to look at 

the spiders or listen to the crows call. I just had to keep marching. I marched and 

marched, and then suddenly my mother said, “Shht!”  

We stopped and listened.  

“Do you hear that?” 

 I strained my ears.  

 “It’s a highway. We’re almost there. We just have to find the highway.” 

Comment [DS36]: Determination, yes, but not fear. I 
was looking around as we walked, sizing up possible places 
we could sleep. I knew it wouldn’t be pleasant, but I wasn’t 
afraid. 

Comment [JL37]: This, my mother’s comment, above, 
feels true. 

Comment [DS38]: I don’t think so. I was very aware of 
your fatigue—I wanted to convey confidence and 
reassurance, and I was firm because I knew we had to 
persevere, but I wasn’t impatient with you. I didn’t want you 
to have to think about the possibility of sleeping in the 
woods until/unless it became necessary. But I was confident 
about being able to do it if necessary, and pretty confident 
that we wouldn’t have to. 

Comment [JL39]: This, too, feels true. 
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 So we cut right, through the woods, and the highway sound grew louder and 

louder, and then, finally, we were there. We stumbled out into the dimming light and I 

felt my shoes raking the gravel shoulder of the road. We looked right. We looked left.  

It was a two-lane highway, and it was empty. 

 We started walking. Finally, a Mack truck came barreling along behind us. My 

mother stepped toward the road and flagged it down. The driver geared down and pulled 

over, and the two of us ran to catch it. 

 My mother pulled the passenger door open and climbed in. I climbed in after her. 

“Boy, are we glad to see you,” said my mother. “We were lost.” 

  

What comes to me now, as I narrate this story, is another scene with a trucker. I was in 

first grade when my mother showed up at school one day and pulled me out of class. 

“We’re going to Minnesota,” she declared. My brother was already strapped into his car 

seat.  

I thought it was such a happy coincidence; just days before I had asked my 

mother when we would go back to Minnesota to visit the relatives—my grandma, my 

cousins, my aunts and uncles. And now, here it was, we were going. What a happy, 

spontaneous thing, it seemed to me. 

It was long drive from Ontario to Minnesota. Our second day on the road, a 

trucker pulled from behind our car into the left lane and passed, then pulled in front of us. 

My mother told me she didn’t like driving behind eighteen-wheelers, and pulled 

alongside and then passed him. She drove a ways down the highway and then pulled back 

into the lane. 

Comment [DS40]: I never felt lost, only obstructed by 
swamps. 

Comment [DS41]: [[a]] 

Comment [DS42]: [[way]] 
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 The driver barreled up behind us and then pulled out into the passing lane again. 

But this time he drove alongside our car. My mother waved. He waved back. 

 “Why are you waving?” I asked. 

 “He’s flirting with me,” replied my mother. 

 

Not till I was thirteen, and snooping through my father’s divorce file, did I learn that this 

Minnesota jaunt was my mother’s first attempt at leaving. That’s what the lawyers called 

it. Her first attempt at leaving. I had thought it was just a fun trip. Even when my mother 

enrolled me in school with my cousins, I didn’t realize there was anything wrong. 

 Years later, I learned my mother didn’t even leave a note.  

Now, when I am trying to get the facts straight, I realize I don’t even know if this 

is true.  

 

There at the edge of the woods, this other trucker, our savior, pulled into the parking lot. 

My mother and I thanked him. I hopped down. My legs were weak and wobbly. We 

unloaded our packs into the car, my mother put her key in the ignition, and we headed 

home. 

When we got there, we found my father hadn’t even begun to worry. This 

annoyed my mother to no end, that there would have been no search party—no one 

looking, no one heading into the wilderness to save us. 

Whenever I tell the story, I am sure to tell my listener that on the way home we 

stopped at Maple’s Candy for frozen yogurt, and even though they were out of 

Comment [DS43]: I don’t remember it that way. I made 
a friendly wave to acknowledge that I was passing him 
again; I was passing him for the second time—he was on my 
right—not that it matters. Do you remember the rest of the 
story? That second time, he made a gesture that I deduced 
meant “Stop and have a drink with me.” I may have thought 
he was flirting and said as much, but I wasn’t, and I certainly 
had no intention of stopping. (That said, what I perceived—
maybe naively—as warm friendliness may have been 
perceived as flirting by others.) 

Comment [DS44]: I’m surprised by this—I didn’t realize 
that you were never aware of why. But now I think about it, 
of course we wouldn’t have told you, since nothing came of 
it (till five years later). 

Comment [DS45]: Do you remember being upset when 
the teacher corrected you when you pronounced “the” as 
“thee” when you were reading aloud, as you’d been taught to 
pronounce it in Canada? I wonder if you were upset because 
of being corrected or if you were unable to understand that 
one thing could be two ways. 

Comment [JL46]: Yes I do! In retrospect, though, I’m 
not convinced Canadians use “thee” any differently from 
Americans—only when the following word starts with a 
vowel. 

Comment [DS47]: It isn’t true—I left a letter for your 
dad on the kitchen counter. 

Comment [JL48]: I don’t remember where I got the idea 
that my mother didn’t leave a note. Did my father tell me 
that? If so, it wouldn’t have been a lie, but it may not have 
been true—it may have been his emotional experience of 
what happened even if it was not the factual experience of 
what happened. 

Comment [DS49]: [[I don’t think “to” is needed in this 
expression.]] 

Comment [DS50]: I don’t think I was expecting a search 
party at that point--though I was concerned that there might 
be one. I was annoyed because he was out playing squash, 
apparently without any concern that we were late, even 
though you had a movie date with Sara, for which we hadn’t 
shown up. 
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watermelon, my favorite, and I had to get grape instead, still it was the most delicious 

frozen yogurt I ever ate. The end. 

 

But I’ve almost forgotten it again—the piece that I had never forgotten, but had never 

included in the story when I told it or wrote it or thought about the time my mother and I 

got lost in the woods.  

 Perhaps I have never forgotten because I have the photographs to prove it. 

Because of the photographs, I know it was not a dream or a fairy tale or a child’s 

distortion. 

In one of the pictures, my mother and I are standing side by side, our arms around 

each other for the sake of the photo. We are standing on the rocky ledge. The waterfall 

explodes behind us. My mother’s hair is short and curly, and mine is long and straight. 

My mother’s breasts are small and white, and her nipples are dark disks, and her pubis is 

bushy and black. My pubis is bare as a plum, and my breasts are just starting to bud. 

There are six black and white photographs in all. My mother developed them 

herself in her basement darkroom.  

Here is how it went: 

“Jen, it would make a great shot if you let me photograph you nude with the 

waterfall behind you.” 

 “What? No!” 

 “C’mon, Jen. It’s an art photo. It will be beautiful. You’re just developing, and I 

want to capture it on film.” 

I looked around. “No . . . . I don’t want to.”  

Comment [DS51]: [[probably not good to use this 
analogy twice; stop at “bare”?]] 

Comment [JL52]: At the time, I chose to keep this 
second “bare as a plum.” In retrospect, however, I think my 
mother was right. 

Comment [DS53]: [[hyphens for adj.]] 

Comment [DS54]: Is “Jen” your preference? I always 
thought it was “Jenn,” which is how I have always spelled it. 
It seemed like less of a diminishment. Pretty ironic, huh? 

Comment [JL55]: When I was 11 or 12, I added the extra 
‘n’ to Jenn to give at least a small distinguishing feature to 
what was the most popular girls’ name of my generation. 
(My mother insists that when she and my father named me 
“Jennifer” and my brother “Jason,” they believed these were 
uncommon names.) At some point in my adulthood, that 
extra ‘n’ lost its importance. Now, however, I go by 
“Lunden,” so as not to be confused with any of the other 
Jennifers. My family still uses my given name; I 
grandfathered them in. 

Comment [DS56]: [[only three ellipses (unless what 
follows is meant to be a separate sentence—and then the first 
period should be closed up to the final word.)]] 
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 “There’s no one coming, Jen. You could just strip down to your underpants, if 

you’re shy.” 

 “No!” 

 “Here, I have an idea. You sit here, and I’ll strip down to my underpants.” 

 My mother took off her blue jeans. She kept her T-shirt on, modeling to me how it 

could be done. She set the timer on her camera. She sat down sideways on the rock, the 

surging water behind her, and wrapped her arms around her knees and smiled. Click! The 

camera shot the picture. 

 “See? It’s easy. No big deal. Why don’t you try?” 

 I hesitated.  

 “It’s no different, really, than being in your bathing suit . . . .” 

So I stripped off my jeans. I was wearing a green T-shirt—I’m quite certain I 

remember the emerald green T-shirt—and I kept it on. I stood and my mother took the 

shot. 

 “Now, why don’t you take off your shirt?” 

 “No, I don’t want to . . . .” 

 “C’mon, Jen. It’s not even like you have breasts yet. You have nothing to hide.” 

 I looked around again, and then I stripped my shirt off. Was I wearing my training 

bra, the one with the little red rose appliqué in the middle? I don’t remember. But I 

remember stripping off my green T-shirt. And I remember being worried some hikers 

would come around the bend. 

 My mother snapped the picture. 

Comment [DS57]: [[here: period, plus three ellipses]] 

Comment [DS58]: [[period plus ellipses]] 

Comment [DS59]: I don’t think you were. 
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 “Great, Jen. Now why don’t you take off your underpants and you can sit there on 

the rock and I’ll take another one?” 

 I stripped off my cotton underpants and dropped them in the pile with the rest of 

my clothes. I sat down sideways on the rock like my mother had, with my knees up. I 

rested my hands behind me. In the photo, my shoulders are hunched awkwardly. I don’t 

know what my mother said to get me to smile. 

 “Good. Now both of us.” My mother took off the rest of her clothes and set the 

timer. She hurried over to where I was sitting and sat down behind me and facing me. We 

both held our knees in our arms. We both looked at the camera. The water was white 

behind us.  

 And then finally my mother said, “Now let’s stand up and face the camera.” She 

put her arm around me. She directed me to put my arm around her, and I obeyed. The 

water rushed behind us. The camera snapped the shot. 

 

Afterward 
 
 
My mother sent a thoughtful email with the original draft of the essay when she returned 

it to me with her comments. In a later email she admitted that her first response had been 

“defensive reaction.” She waited until she felt ready to come at it from a more 

openhearted place. Which, really, is an act of love. 

Hi Jenn, 

I'm sorry it's taken so long for me to respond to this. I read it through once shortly 
after receiving it, and I was pretty distressed and didn't have the energy to 
respond sooner.  

Comment [DS60]: [[“facing” suggests I was looking at 
you; it doesn’t seem possible to face you from “behind”]] 

Comment [DS61]: I think I remember that picture now. 
We’re facing each other, sideways to the camera, with 
perhaps my legs to the side of and behind yours? 

Comment [DS62]: I note that I say “I think I remember 
that picture.” On reflection, I realize I have passed over those 
photos when sorting through my boxes of pictures. I realize 
now that I wanted to omit them from memory in the same 
way you omitted the experience from your story. I believe 
that, when passing over those pictures, I sensed 
unconsciously how very insistent I was that things be done 
my way—not just then but most of the time—but couldn’t 
face that knowledge. It’s painful to face it now. 

Comment [JL63]: It took 6 weeks for her to respond. I 
was nervous about what she might say and feel, but the essay 
was going to press whether or not she responded beforehand. 
I knew she would reply when she was ready. 
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Before I get into your article: I had a mini-epiphany yesterday. I'm taking care of 
the three corgis, and one of them, Lola, has a habit of licking the rug when she's 
lying at my feet, which I usually ask her to stop because it distracts me. 
Yesterday when I did that, I suddenly realized that I was looking at this issue only 
from my perspective—that the repetitiveness of it is annoying. But there's a 
reason she's doing it, and it's presumably something she needs to do. Here's the 
epiphany: I realized that that's also how I raised my children—from the 
perspective of my needs, not recognizing the individual personhood of you and 
Jason and working with that. In my defense, this was the Spock days: Parents 
were supposed to teach their children to do what you wanted them to do; e.g., 
infants: feeding them according to schedule, not their own innate 
needs/demands. Nothing I ever read in my attempts to be a good parent said 
Observe who your child is and work with that. It gladdens my heart to see how 
much better Jason and Melanie are at doing this than I was.  

My distress about reading your article was twofold. It's painful to revisit both the 
disharmony that was between us (and my own helplessness in the face of it) and 
your perceptions of me. And it's painful to have to acknowledge that many of your 
perceptions are true. And it's painful to know I am powerless to change them. 
Developing "the wisdom to accept the things I cannot change" is a lifetime 
process. I am filled with regret . . . and at the same time I know that I did the best 
I could. We all do the best we can all the time—if we could do better we would. 
And we all have to live, as we mature, with the helpless knowledge that if we 
could do some things over differently, we would. 

I have made many comments on the article in bold and brackets. It's a bit weird 
that both my personal self and my editor self are reflected in the comments. The 
presence of the practical, competent editor does not nullify the feeling, sad 
mother. The editorial comments are self-evident. I have also responded to some 
of the facts as you present them, some of which aren't accurate. But I also realize 
that this story is true to your experience if not always true in fact or detail—the 
accuracy of some of which is irrelevant anyway. There's nothing that I'm asking 
you to change, or even believe. You've told your story from your perspective, and 
I've added comments that reflect my perspective—I'm telling you how I 
experienced myself throughout the events of the story. 

I wish we lived near each other, where there might be some possibility of bridging 
the past and the present. 

This much is true: I loved you then and I love you now, and I will always love you.  

With heartfelt love,  

Mom 

Comment [JL64]: My mother sometimes supplements 
her income by taking work as a petsitter. 

Comment [JL65]: I’m lucky to have a mother I can send 
the difficult essay to beforehand. Our interchange has been 
rich and meaningful and transformative for both of us. This 
is not always the outcome for memoirists and their loved 
ones. 

Comment [JL66]: I originally chose to publish 
“Evidence” in a print-only journal because I felt too exposed 
by the essay—by both the open wound of it and the 
nakedness of my body in it. But the idea of publishing the 
healing story with my mother’s comments in Track Changes 
abrogated that feeling of exposure. 
     The healing clothed me. 


